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Municipal Climate Partnerships as Green Motors for Europe
What EU and national policymakers need to do to boost climate action on the local level
In this briefing we argue that municipal climate partnerships must receive more recognition
and financial support by way of EU or nationally funded projects in order to fully tap into their
potential as levers for climate action. Drawing from years of experience in numerous projects
with cities from all over Europe, we shed light on how precisely city partnerships can catalyse
climate action, and which efforts the European, national, and local level must make to
empower cities for European cooperation on climate.
Main take-aways
1. Using established channels, avenues for exchange can be accelerated by long-standing
partnerships which already have the grounding of mutual understanding and robust
rapport.
2. Partnership programmes provide an opportunity for lasting contacts between the
municipal employees and those providing external inputs but also between the
different segments of external actors themselves.
3. There are currently very few funding programmes or projects on the national or
European level that support longstanding climate-thematic municipal exchanges:
more targeted seed and project funding is needed.
4. The exchange between partnerships helps conveying a positive image of Europe and
cross-border relations to citizens.

City partnerships – an underestimated structure for informal climate governance
In the post-war period, town twinning has played an important role in reconciliation between
people from formerly hostile states. Today, many cities in Europe maintain partnerships that
are mainly dedicated to cultural exchange. However, various projects1 and cities’ own
initiatives show that there are also many promising starting points for cooperation at the
technical-administrative level, especially in the areas of climate protection, energy transition
and new governance structures.
Upcoming EU legislative packages, which are considered ground-breaking for the achievement
of climate goals, will affect the local level in many ways. However, in order to achieve these
ambitious goals, cities and municipalities need to be empowered in implementing large scale
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E.g. BEACON https://www.euki.de/euki-projects/bridging-european-and-local-climate-action-beacon/;
TANDEM https://tandem-staedte.eu/; Polish-German cooperation on low-emission economy in cities
https://www.adelphi.de/en/publication/municipalities-working-together-low-emission-economy
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climate protection measures. To this end, town twinning can serve as an important peerlearning structure and leverage factor.
Despite this, public local administrations are often unaware of the unique opportunity their
existing city partnerships present. Even with the interest there, shrinking municipal budgets
resulting from the current pandemic and a lack of staff leave many cities without room for
manoeuvre in stepping up their partnership efforts for climate action. Former programmes
like Europe for Citizens were a popular funding instrument to revive cross-border municipal
cooperation, but were discontinued in the current funding period.

How city partnerships catalyse climate action across borders
Despite differences in terms of structures, methods and empowerment to act, the fields of
action at the local level are essentially comparable, as are the local players involved in the
coordination and implementation of measures. Any differences serve as an opportunity to
learn from each other and develop new approaches to solutions.
Aside from any differences, municipalities often face similar challenges in their efforts to
catalyse climate actions - whether it is overcoming tight budgets, gaining public support for
their activities, or perhaps ensuring the necessary expertise within their teams for their
implementation. Using established channels, avenues for exchange can be accelerated by
long-standing partnerships which already have the grounding of mutual understanding and
robust rapport. The peer-to-peer exchange format provides a good framework for local
governments to share practical and experiential knowledge, learning directly from and about
proven approaches of their partner city colleagues.
Furthermore, professionally supervised and fostered partnerships provide a high-quality
framework for acquiring and discussing new ideas - busy municipalities are offered space,
time, valuable (expert) input, and professional facilitation to brainstorm, explore old and new
interests, and develop innovative ideas. In addition, municipal technical experts can benefit
directly from external expert contributions and learn about useful and implementationrelevant measures, tools, and technologies, as the open nature of the format enables their
participation and allows for the interdepartmental collaboration that is often lacking but
desired.
Box 1 – Partnership between Ritterhude and Sztum in the BEACON Project
The BEACON (Bridging European and Local Climate Action) project supported climate action in both
new and existing city partnerships.
Ritterhude in Lower Saxony, Germany and Sztum in the Pomeranian Voivodeship in north-eastern
Poland were an existing town-twinning prior to their engagement in the BEACON project. Building on
strong interpersonal relationships both municipalities were able to significantly advance their climate
ambition – with both mayors citing each other, and their many years of collaboration on topics
beyond climate action, as a significant push to keep pursing their climate actions. Regular exchange
has led to new ideas on climate governance structures, helped overcome sluggish national political
positions on climate action, employment of climate responsible staff, energetic refurbishment,
pursuit of solar PV on municipal roofs, and the establishment of a climate action strategy.
The partnership also reached other municipalities, with other polish municipalities joining some of
the meetings, taking information back with them to their respective communities.
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Box 2 – Partnership between Epernay and Ettlingen in the TANDEM project
The TANDEM project supports Franco-German Climate Partnerships in the implementation of joint
projects.
The TANDEM climate partnership between Epernay and Ettlingen is now very broadly based. In
addition to representatives from both cities, the surrounding municipalities/counties, the regional
energy agencies, Stadtwerke and schools participate in the exchange. The broad partnership forms
an excellent basis for long-term cooperation. The projects implemented include:
➢ The energy advice bus, which has been on the road alternately in Epernay and Ettlingen since
the beginning of 2019.
➢ For four school years, 3 schools have been cooperating on topics such as thermal insulation or
wind energy use (with production of models).
➢ Staff exchange of the Service Technique / Stadtwerke with a focus on local energy production
through combined heat and power.

Empowering municipal partnerships has reaches far beyond municipal employees.
Municipalities often will have networks within their respective countries as well, with those
networks then able to benefit from the knowledge shared. The projects mentioned in Box 1
and Box 2 connected people ranging from experts to utilities to private sector actors to
academia to civil society and the wider public. Partnership programmes provide an
opportunity for lasting contacts between the municipal employees and those providing
external inputs but also between the different segments of external actors themselves.

EU and national seed and project funding needed now
Climate partnerships allow the participating municipalities to transfer knowledge, inspire each
other, and create accelerated climate action that is greater than the sum of their individual
efforts. To realise this climate potential, municipal partnerships require seed funding.
However, there are currently very few funding programmes or projects on the national or
European level that support longstanding climate-thematic municipal exchanges. More
dedicated climate partnerships exchanges would help pave the way for sustained exchange
on climate action, during and beyond the given projects. The projects themselves can be
supported by implementing parties that facilitate the exchange including cooperation
meetings, giving impetus to the implementation of a work plan, and ultimately helping
disseminate the results nationally and Europe-wide.
In the context of the current funding period a two-tier approach is needed to reach and
support as many European municipalities as possible.
1. Seed funding to boost climate efforts of existing partnerships
Firstly, access to sufficient financing for municipal climate partnership activities allows having
dedicated staff working not only on climate change issues, but having tending to their
municipal climate partnership be within their work mandate. The impetus for climate action
snowballs through mutual motivation. Thus, with (consistent) personnel resources, the
partnerships can avoid dormancy. Partial funding for various types of climate policy job
positions can help the municipalities cover the budgetary gap to realise their ambitions.
Secondly also costs related to key components of sustaining partnerships like travels costs,
translation, and importantly, some capital for the implementation of (joint) climate initiatives
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should be covered. This is key for the successful establishment and continuation of a
partnership.
2. Town twinning and networking projects to mainstream municipal climate action
In cities where political decision makers are hesitant to form climate partnerships, securing
funding through networking projects can provide co-benefits such as securing political
commitment for the initiative. This would entail bigger networking projects such as BEACON,
TANDEM, or initiatives supported by the Covenant of Mayors, and to have these coupled with
follow-up/seed funding opportunities/possibilities for new and existing partnerships. This
allows the foundation to be laid and continued activity to build off of these established
structures. These networking projects would complement bigger European research and
policy funding programmes such as Interreg, LIFE, and Horizon 2020, which serve as focal
points for cities who need structured input, inspiration, and guidance in taking their climaterelated efforts to the next level. On top of that, possible joint bi-national funding programmes
would make it clear that the climate crisis does not stop at national borders, but has a
European appeal and thus encourage other countries to follow suit.

Make city partnerships a green motor for Europe
City partnerships are part of the civic backbone of European integration and cooperation.
However, their systemic potential as a powerful peer learning structure to roll out climate
action measures has so far been underestimated. With their hands-on mentality, city
partnerships are well positioned to share ready-to-be-implemented initiatives and ideas, to
tackle politically sensitive topics, and to accelerate local-level climate action. Ultimately, they
have the goal of sensitising, motivating, and supporting the local population and thus have
significant replication potential and a high mobilisation capability. The exchange between
partnerships also helps convey a positive image of Europe and cross-border relations to
citizens.
Therefore, European and national policy makers should proactively tap into this potential
by providing easily accessible (financial) support schemes in order to spread knowledge and
mainstream climate action cooperation between municipalities across Europe.
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